A variant OSR1 allele which disturbs OSR1 mRNA expression in renal progenitor cells is associated with reduction of newborn kidney size and function.
Human nephrons are formed during fetal life through an interaction between the branching ureteric bud and progenitor cells. The wide variation in final nephron number has been attributed to allelic variants of genes regulating ureteric bud arborization. Here, we hypothesize that dysfunctional variants of the Odd-Skipped Related 1 (OSR1) gene which compromise the renal progenitor cell pool might also limit newborn kidney size and function. We show that OSR1 is expressed in human mesenchymal stem cells, the blastemal component of Wilms tumors and CD24+/CD133+ progenitor cells isolated from the mature kidney. We identified an OSR1(rs12329305(T)) allele in 6% of normal Caucasians which alters an exon2 splice enhancer. This variant is predicted to reduce spliceosome-binding affinity and stability of the OSR1 mRNA. In cultured cells, the OSR1(rs12329305)(T) allele produced no identifiable transcript. Normal Caucasian newborns from Montreal with the OSR1(rs12329305)(T) allele had kidney volume 11.8% smaller (P= 0.006) and cord blood cystatin C levels 12.6% higher (P = 0.005) than those with wild-type genotype. Effects of the OSR1(rs12329305)(T) allele are additive with genes that alter ureteric bud branching. Kidney volume was reduced more in newborns bearing both RET(rs1800860)(A) and OSR1(rs12329305)(T) alleles (22%, P= 0.0008) and cystatin C was increased by 17% (P= 0.006) versus newborns with wild-type alleles. Although only two subjects had PAX2(rs11599825)(A) and OSR1(rs12329305)(T) alleles, kidney size was reduced by 27% and cystatin C was increased by 14% versus wild-types (P= NS).